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ON THE RESPONSE TIME OF ON-LINE RETRIEVAL SYSTEMS*
Summary
In this report the results of an investigation of on line 
retrieval systems are presented« The report is divided into two chapters. 
The first chapter is an analysis of some queuing models. The result is 
a formula relating search time, response time, and the number of terminals 
when requests are processed in batches.
In the next chapter response times of linear and inverted files 
are evaluated. One at a time and batch processing are compared.
The principal support for this work was a postdoctoral fellow­
ship awarded to Dr. J. T. Cordaro, Jr.
This work was sponsored by the International Business Machines Corporation; 
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1A QUEUING MODEL FOR INFORMATION RETRIEVAL 
Jo T. Cordaro, Jr.
Introduction
On line information retrieval systems are in wide usec A typical 
system consists of a file and processor connected by appropriate equipment to 
several remote terminals. Users at the terminals request and receive file data. 
It is of interest to know the response time, that is, the time a user has to 
wait for a reply. A knowledge of the relation between the response time, 
the number of terminals, and some file parameters should be useful during the 
modification of an existing retrieval system or the design of a new one. For 
example one might need to estimate the effect on response time of adding new 
terminals to an operating system. A fundamental distinction between the 
analysis of single and multiple terminal systems is the problem of queuing and 
the resulting increase in response time. With a multiple terminal system the 
response time depends not only on hardware, programming, and file organization 
as in the single terminal case, but also on scheduling among the terminals and 
the number of terminals.
In this report a simple retrieval system model is examined and the 
average response time is estimated. With the usual time-shared installation, 
a system is used for many types of jobs in addition to retrieval. In this 
situation, with different inputs large variations in response time can be 
expected and knowledge of the average response time is of little value. On 
the other hand, suppose a system is used exclusively for retrieval of data 
from one file. Here the same type of job is repeated many times. In this 
case the response time should not show large statistical variations and the 
average response time should be a good indication of system performance.
2A possibility for response time reduction arises in retrieval only 
systems. Each request requires for its service a file access. Usually in 
order to read a portion of the file some mechanical motion is required. For 
example with a disc file, the read heads have to move to the correct track 
and the disc has to rotate into position. If the number of terminals is large, 
then it may be anticipated that several requests arriving in the same time 
interval require access to nearby file records. When this happens file access 
time is saved by batching the requests and organizing the file search to 
minimize the access time for the whole batch. The amount of savings that can 
be obtained depends of course on the type of mechanical file. In this report 
the file is modeled as a random delay. Detailed file characteristics do not 
enter the analysis.
In the first section below the basic retrieval process is discussed. 
Then a model for one at a time processing is examined and this model is modi­
fied to include batch processing. Finally, as an application of the results, 
the response time is found for a system with a disc file.
Retrieval Process
When a retrieval system is in operation requests travel from the 
terminals into the processor and data travels from the file to the terminals. 
The details of these operations are very intricate and of course difficult to 
model exactly. However, by omitting a number of details a model of the gross 
system behavior can be obtained.
The two basic phases of a retrieval cycle for a system with only one 
terminal are the search and the evaluation. In the search, a request received 
from a terminal is converted to file addresses, the file is read, and a number
3of data items are sent to the user. Then the next phase, the evaluation 
begins. During this period the user looks at the data, decides if they are 
what he wanted, and either formulates a new request or gives the terminal to 
another user. The completion time for either of these phases is a function of 
many factors and varies from one request and user to the next. For modeling pur 
poses the two completion times may be thought of as random variables. Associa­
ted with the phases are two distribution functions F(x) and B(x) where
and
F(x) - Prob [search time £ x]
B(x) - Prob [evaluation time £ x]
Approximations to these functions are available either from data on real 
systems or from mathematical considerations of particular files and I/O 
equipment.
Notice that if the system has only one terminal, then the search time 
and the response time are identical and F(x) contains all the response time 
information. However, if the system has more than one terminal a request may 
arrive at the machine during a time interval when the processor and file are 
working on another request. When this happens the arriving request has to queue 
for processor time. The response time is then the sum of the queuing time 
and search time. The queuing time depends on the number of requests waiting 
ahead of the arriving request and the manner in which requests are chosen 
for processing. Requests from one group of terminals may have priority over 
other requests, and request may be processed singly or in batches. Thus in 
order to find the response time of a multiple terminal system it is necessary
4to make some explicit assumptions about queuing. In the next section a model 
for a system with one at a time processing is examined. Batch processing is 
taken up in a later section. In all that follows the goal is to find relations 
for the average response time in terms of the number of terminals and the 
distribution functions F(x) and B(x) of search time and evaluation time.
One at a Time Processing
In the first model requests are processed one at a time. Suppose 
the system has m terminals» When a request arrives at the machine, processing 
begins immediately unless another request is being processed. In this case 
the new request joins a queue. Requests are processed in order of their 
arrival. The processing times are independent random variables distributed 
according to the function F (x) . When the work on a request is completed, file 
data are returned to the corresponding terminal. The users at the terminals 
act independently and their evaluation times are distributed according to 
the function B(x).
This model is well known in the queuing theory literature where 
it is applied to the servicing of machines. In special cases corresponding 
to different assumptions on F(x) and B(x) several authors have obtained 
expressions for the response time [l]. The most general results of which 
the author is aware are due to Takacs [2]. He assumes that the evaluation 
time has the exponential distribution, that is, that B(x) = l-e"^X where 
|Jb > 0. He puts no conditions on F (x) except of course that the search time 
is non-negative. Under these assumptions the average response time ER is 
given by
5where
ER = m a  - - ( 1 -  P ).
(Ji m - 1
Oi = J xdF(x) 
o
Y = J xdB(x)
( 1)
( 2 )
are the average search and evaluation times, and P is the probability thatm-1
at the end of a search phase the queue is empty0 The quantity P is given bym-1
where
and
J=1 J
-1
j l-f(n) l-f(2n) "• l-f( )
( 3 )
(4)
sx
f (x) = J e dF (x) 
o
(3)
is the Laplace transform of F(x).
The expression (1) for ER is rather simple except for the factor P . Inm-1
order to evaluate P^  ^a detailed knowledge of F(x) is required«, However, it 
is possible to upper-bound P^  ^ in a simple way« In retrieval applications 
it is reasonable to assume that for some z > 0, F(z) = 0. This just says that 
the search time cannot be less than some time z» For this case
f (rp,) = J e- ^ x d F ( x ) = J  e - ^ X
( 6 )
£ e ■r\iz
6It follows that
C . £ J
j e- ^ z
TT ------ —
i=l 1-e-ijAZ
j
TT
1=1
and that
Pm- 1 £
m-1 
2
j=l {  J J
j
TT
1=1
(e = k (zp.) m
(7)
( 8 )
From (8) it can be seen that for fixed p. and z >  ^ goes to zero rapidly as
m increases» The bound on inequality (8) depends only on m and the product 
z\i0 Some values of (zp,) have been computed and are listed below»
\  m
Z(Jl 8 10 16 20 40 50 80
»173 9 »47*10~2 1.67*10~2 V
»079 5.37*10~2 3.21®10~3
»046 2.41®10~7 -141.67*10 -371.7*10 '
»025 -141.7*10
Table 1. Values of k (zu)em v
For systems with zp, and m large enough that k^zp,) «  0, the average response 
time can be written simply as
ER w  no l (9)
7Thus in this case the average response time depends on only the average search 
and evaluation times. Detailed knowledge of the search time distribution is 
not required. Higher moments of the response time distribution can be cal­
culated from the results in [2]. For example, it can be shown that if the 
search time is constant and k^zti) »  0, then the variance of the response 
time is
Var R 1 a  12
M* ’ e ^ - l
( 10 )
This is a rather surprising result as it is independent of m. The variance 
for more general cases can be computed of course but the results are not as 
s imple.
A Modification
In this section the model considered in the last section is modified
The resulting model is used later in the analysis of batch processing.
The processor in the model of the last section has alternating busy
and idle periods. An idle period begins whenever a search ends and the queue
is empty. The probability distribution of the length of an idle period is
1-e n^J,x. The expected length is —— which, as one would hope from physicalmj»L
reasoning, decreases with increasing m. Also, using some Markov chain results 
it can be argued that on the average, idle periods begin at the end of
m-1
search periods. As table 1 shows this is not very often. However because of 
the assumed form of the evaluation time distribution, B(x) = 1-e ^X , very long 
idle times have non-zero probability. Thus even though idle periods occur 
rarely and are short when m is large they cannot be neglected.
8For the work that follows it is necessary to remove the idle periods,.
Notice that the lengths of idle and busy periods are independent random
variables« The idle period distribution can be changed without changing the
distribution of the busy period« Consider the following modification of the
model« Suppose the evaluation time is distributed as 1-e as long as the
processor is busy. But suppose that whenever the processor finds an empty
queue, one of the terminals immediately puts in a request. The busy period
distribution remains the same but the idle period distribution in the new
model is concentrated at zero. That is, the idle periods are eliminated. For
values of m and zp. such that P _ «  0 and ™  is small there should be littlem-1 mp,
difference in the operation of the two models. A consideration of reference [2] 
shows that the arguments there carry over to the modified model and that the 
average response time is given as before by equation (9). Some insight into 
the workings of the proof can be gained by considering Q , the probability that
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at an arbitrary time k requests are in queue. The average response time is a 
continuous function of Qk> k = l,...,m-l. Let Tk be the average time during 
a long run that k requests are waiting. Then since the average length of a 
busy period is Ctf/P 1, it follows that
Qk ~ ( 11)
for the unmodified model. Modifying the idle period changes (11) to
( 12)
9Eqs . (11) and (12) indicate that when P . »  --- the two models have approxi-m-i qia
mately the same average response time.
One way to have a physical system approximate the modified model 
would be to let the processor notify the terminals when it is free. With 
the incentive of zero queuing time some user could be expected to submit a 
request quickly.
Batch Processing
In this section an expression is found for the average response time 
of a system that processes requests in batches instead of one at a time. As 
mentioned earlier, batch processing should improve the response time when 
several requests are in queue at the end of a search phase. From Eq.(l) it 
follows that the average queuing time is
(m-l)a - i (X-P^-p. (13)
Thus for large m most of the response time is due to queuing.
A straightforward way to analyze the batch processing scheme would 
be to use the unmodified model above and require that requests be processed in 
batches of k at a time. Unfortunately the resulting equations are very diffi­
cult to handle. Another way would be to use one of the batch arrival batch 
service models from queuing theory. This would have the disadvantage that the 
evaluation time distribution would not be exponential and the results could 
not be directly compared with the one at a time processing model.
An approximation to the average response time can be obtained using 
the modified model. Suppose a retrieval system has m terminals and that
10
requests are processed in batches of k in an average time per batch of If
at the end of a search phase the queue has at least k requests, then each of the 
other terminals is in an evaluation phase with length distributed as 1-e '“LX.
But if a search phase ends and only I <  k requests are in queue, the processor 
immediately notifies k-4 terminals which then submit requests. In either case 
the next search phase begins immediately after the preceding one and there are 
no idle periods. This is done at the expense of a slight change in the evalu­
ation time distribution. As can be seen this model is just the batch process­
ing analogue to the modified one at a time model above.
One more step will be taken in the evolution of a final model for 
batch processing. Suppose that instead of one queue there are k queues in 
the machine. One queue corresponds to a group of — terminals. If m/k is not
man integer then let (— ) be the smallest integer greater than m/k. Then the 
terminals can be divided so that some of the k queues have (— )' corresponding
rv
terminals and some (^ ) -1 terminals. At the beginning of a search phase one 
request is taken from the head of each of the k queues. If at the end of the 
search each queue has at least one request then the next search phase begins 
and the evaluation time for each terminal is exponentially distributed. If 
one or more queues is empty then the processor notifies the corresponding 
terminal group, a request arrives immediately, and the search begins. Batches 
of requests are processed in an average time 0^° 1° this model each group of
~ terminals behaves exactly as the modified one at a time model. Thus the 
average response time for the system ER^ is given by
E\  " f “k ' i
k
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If m/k is not an integer then it can be replaced by (m/k)'' in (14) yielding 
an upper bound to ER^«
This final model appears to be quite different in operation from the 
first model discussed at the beginning of the section» Two things can be said 
in justifying its use» First the final model is easy to analyze since it is 
actually just a combination of k simpler systems» Second, when P «  0 the
r 1k queues will hardly ever be empty at the end of a service period; it will 
rarely be necessary to disturb the exponential evaluation distribution; and 
as a result the operation of the two models should be very similar»
Under the condition that P^ « 0  the average response time is
k _1
ERk - f “k - i -  <15>
This may be compared with Eq»(l)« It is possible now to evaluate the effect 
of batching. Whenever cy^  ^ key batch processing will improve the average 
response time» If «  key then queuing time is traded for an equal amount of 
processing time» No decrease in response time results» From these observations 
it may be concluded that retrieval systems with many terminals should be studied 
on the basis of curves of cy^  vs, k» If increases at a rate less than
linearly with k then batching will decrease the response time» In the design 
of systems, consideration should be given to methods of file search and organi­
zation that produce the best behavior in cy, »K
An Example of Batching .
In this section an example that illustrates the potential of batch 
processing is discussed» One would expect a multiple terminal system to have
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a very large file. If the file were on a disc unit then it would occupy 
perhaps several independent disc modules» The dynamic analysis of this type 
of file is a difficult problem in itself» Here a simpler problem is considered» 
Suppose the file is on one disc module. The time for the search phase of a 
single request is the sum of: (1) an initial CPU use time during which the
record locations corresponding to the request are determined; and (2) a file 
access time during which the actual records are obtained from the disc. The 
average CPU use time will be denoted by c. No attempt will be made here to 
improve the CPU time by batching so the average CPU time for a batch of k 
requests is just kc.
Suppose that a request corresponds to n record locations. To access 
each record the read heads must be positioned at the proper track and sector.
The total time to look up n records is
n
£ [T. + S. + R.] (16). , l l i v 'i=l
where T. and S. are the track and sector seek times and R. the read time for i i  l
ththe i record. The average file access time for n records A is thenn
An = n[t + s + r] (17)
where t, s and r are the average values of T, S and R e The quantities t, s 
and r depend on the physical characteristics of the file. If the number of 
records per track is d and the disc rotation time is b then as a reasonable
approximation
13
. b b /d+2N s + r _ b(_ )# (18)
Note that s and r do not depend on n the number of records accessed. The track 
seek time t does depend on n. Because of this dependence on n, t will be 
written as t(n). As n increases the number of record locations increases and 
the distance between records to be accessed decreases. To compute t(n) assume 
that the locations of records to be accessed are distributed randomly in the 
file. Then the probability that the number of tracks between any two locations 
or between a location and the first track is at least a, P^(a) is given by
Pn(a)
(M-a)u (M-a)u-n+l
Mu x »«»x Mu-n+1 , n ^ 2, 1 £ a £ M-l (19)
where M is the number of cylinders and u is the number of records per cylinder. 
Eq„(19) can be approximated by
P (a) «  (1n v / \ a. nM> 6XP 2 (M-a)u * n ^ 2, 1 £ a £ M-l. ( 20)
The total track seek time t(n) depends of course on the order in 
which the records are accessed. Here it will be assumed that before each 
search phase the read heads are positioned over either the first or last disc 
track. The heads can then 'Sweep all the way across the disc stopping whenever 
necessary. With this access procedure, t(n) is just the average time for the 
read heads to move between two adjacent locations. Given Eq.(19) and the 
relation between tracks transversed and time for a particular file, the 
quantity t(n) can be computed.
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As an example consider the IBM 2302 disc unit. For the 2302, a head 
movement within blocks of 10 tracks requires 50 ms, and roughly a movement of 
11-50 tracks requires 120 ms and a movement of 51 or more tracks requires 
180 ms, The average track seek time for n records t(n) is given by
t(n) = 50[Pn(l)-Pn(ll)]+120[Pn(51)]+180 Pn(51). (20)
Some values of t(n) are listed in Table 2 below for a file with 247 cylinders 
and 1035 records per cylinder,,
n 1 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40
___ t(n) 160 123 98 84 75 .68 62 57 54
Table 2. Track seek time, ms. vs. number of record locations.
The table shows as expected that when the number of locations in­
creases, the average track seek time decreases. The limiting value of t(n) in 
this example is 50 ms.
If the possibility of more than one location in the same cylinder 
is neglected then simpler results can be obtained. In this case
Pn(a) = (1 ' r  <21)
and the average distance between locations is just . This is a useful 
result when the seek time vs. number of tracks travelled is approximately 
linear. Then the average seek time is directly proportional to the average
15
distance between locations so that
( 22)
where the constant c is the product of the number of tracks and the number of 
ms per track traveled.
Using these results for t(n), the average search time for a batch of 
k requests can be computed. Suppose each request requires that an average
The point worth noting here is that the first term in (24) increases less 
than linearly while the second term increases linearly with k. As a result 
the batching described here can be used to reduce the track seek time but not 
the processing, rotational delay, and read times.
Conelus ion
Using a number of approximations some simple relations have been 
found for the average response time of multiple terminal retrieval systems. 
From these relations it was shown that batch processing can improve the
of i locations be accessed. Then Is given by
ak = kc + M[t(ki) + b(^±|)] (23)
This equation is of the form
ak = k£[t(kA)] + k[ constant term] (24)
response time.
16
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DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS OF ON-LINE DOCUMENT RETRIEVAL SYSTEMS 
J. T. Cordaro, Jr. and R. T. Chien*
I, Introduction
Currently a great deal of interest is being expressed in multiple 
terminal on-line document retrieval systems. A number of retrieval schemes 
exist, and it is desirable to have a set of objective criteria with which to 
compare various systems. For example systems might be compared on the basis 
of storage requirement, precision, recall, and response time. In this paper 
we consider only the response time. We find simple relations between the 
average response time and file parameters for systems using linear and inverted 
files. In addition we show that if either type of system has many terminals 
then the use of batch processing can decrease the average response time. 
Throughout the paper we do not hesitate to use several simplifying assumptions 
and approximations.
In the first section we discuss some queuing results and then in 
the last two sections apply these results to a response time analysis of 
inverted and linear files.
II. Queuing
The basic system structure considered here consists of a computer 
with m remote terminals. In a terminal-machine interaction, a user submits a 
request in the form of a Boolean function of index terms and after a waiting
Dr. Chien's work was supported in part by the Office of Education under 
Grant C-l-7-071213-4557 and in part.by the National Science Foundation under 
Grant GK-2339.
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period the machine displays at time T the first of a list of documentsF
satisfying the request and at time T the last. We will refer to T and T asL F L
the first and last response times. ET and ETt are the expected values of TF L F
and T^. Initially we will assume that requests are processed one at a time in
order of arrival. When a request is made it is processed immediately unless
the computer is busy. In this case the request joins a queue. The average
search time Oi is the time from when a request leaves the queue and begins to be
processed until the last requested document is displayed. The average search
time obviously depends on detailed system characteristics and file organization,
It, as well as ET , will be dealt with in Sections III and IV. The purpose of r
this section is to make some rather general statements about ET for a given a.
i-i
Suppose that the m terminals operate independently and that the 
average terminal use time, that is, the time from when a terminal receives the 
last document satisfying its request until it submits another, is 3. The 
following heuristic argument relates ET , Oi and p. Let W be the average time 
a request spends in queue. Then the probability that at an arbitrary time a 
terminal is waiting for a response is — v * V The fraction of terminals in
Oi + W a + 3 + w"this condition is , _ , TT m. Thus when a request arrives it has to wait a 
Oi + 3 + w
time
TT _ Oi +  W W - —— v v  m Oi.
Oi + 3 + W ( 1)
amSolving for W we find that when both m and 3—  are large enoughP
W (m - 1) a - 3 ( 2 )
so that
ET «  m a  - 3
Ju (3)
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A rigorous treatment of this problem has been given by Takacs [l] 
who has shown that if the terminal use time has the exponential distribution 
with mean 3, then
ETt = m a - 3(1 - P \ L m-1 (4)
where the factor 1 - P  ^ is the probability that at the end of a search the 
queue is not empty. If the minimum possible value of the search time is z, 
where of course z £ a , then
Pm- 1 c
m-1 
1 4- £
j = l
n (ekz/p 
k=l (5)
As Eq.(5) shows, P ^  converges to zero as the number of terminal m increases. 
For the values of m, z and 3 in our applications below, we can verify that 
-pm_i ^  Thus we can use Eq.(3) as the relation between ET , Oi and 3. When
J-i
the system has many terminals, the final response time is much longer than the 
search time. This fact is due to queuing. Let Q be the number of requests 
waiting for service at an arbitrary time. Then from Eq.(3) we may conclude that
E Q «  0-1) -3 lot (6)
which shows that long queues are common whenever m is large compared with 3 /oia 
The fact that many requests are waiting with one at a time service 
leads to a consideration of batch service. Let be the average search time 
when requests are serviced in batches of k 0 It is reasonable to expect that 
with batching we can organize the search efficiently and find that the average 
time to service a batch of k requests is less than the time to service k
20
requests one at a time. Supposing for now that this is true, that is, that
< key, we must ask if batching provides any improvement in response time.
To answer this question we consider a model like the one at a time model
except that now requests are serviced k at a time in an average time c^» If
at the end of a search only p requests are in queue, the system waits until
k-p additional requests arrive and then resumes operation. Arguing as before
we find that when m and Oi are large enough that P «  0 we havek m ,
k
m a
e t l ~ —  -*•
This shows that batch service is better than one at a time service if a,k
increases less than linearly with k. In the next two sections we examine 
the behavior of as a function of k for two types of retrieval.
III. Inverted File
The inverted file search consists of four basic operations.
1. Determine the locations of the inverted file records corresponding to 
all terms appearing in a given Boolean request.
2. Access the records.
3. Compare the records and identify the document locations satisfying the 
search request.
4. Access and display the bibliographic data at all locations found in part 3
As can be seen the search has two processing and file reading phases 
We will assume that either a random addressing or a core-based indexing scheme 
is used to relate terms to inverted file records. When this is done the time
21
required for the first processing phase, part 1 is negligible compared with 
that for the rest of the search. The second processing phase, part 3 must be 
examined in more detail. A request is a Boolean function of its terms, e.g., 
(AVBVC)A(DVEVF)A (GVHVI). During processing "AND" and "OR" operations are per­
formed on the inverted file records corresponding to the terms in a request. An 
inverted file record is an ordered list of document location numbers. By writing 
simple algorithms and counting loops we can estimate the time for an "OR" of two 
lists, {a^,...,a^} and {b^,...,b ], to be (x+y)(6u) and that for an "AND" to be 
(x+y)(4u) where u is the memory cycle time. Details of the algorithms can be 
found in [7]. Let f bie the average number of documents per term. For the 
request in the example above we can estimate the total processing time y to be
Y = 3[(6u)(2f + 3f)] + (4u)[6f + f] = 118 fu (8)
where we assume that any two lists have very few common elements. In the 
following we will assume that requests have enough uniformity that Eq.(8) is 
a reasonable processing time estimate for any request.
The remaining search time consists of reading the inverted and docu­
ment files. The actual files could be placed in a number of different hardware 
configurations. We will limit the discussion to the case where the two files 
are on separate disc units. This seems to be a reasonable configuration in 
view of the anticipated file size. Each disc unit has several disc modules and 
each module has an independent read mechanism. We will also suppose that the 
two disc units are on separate channels. During the search, a file reading 
period begins either at step 2 or at step 4. In either case the disc controller
22
is presented with a matrix (A. .) of record locations where l . . is the location
th 1J 1Jof the i record to be read from the j module. Let M be the number of
tracks per module. We will assume that the same number n of records are read
from each module and that the n locations for a particular module are evenly 
Mspaced tracks apart. Thus the distance between the first track and the 
first location or between any two adjacent locations is These assumptions
simplify the analysis but still provide insight into the physical problem.
Now suppose there are S disc modules and that nS records are to be read. The 
following procedure is used. Each read arm starts from one edge of its file
and sweeps across to the opposite edge, stopping for record seek and read
Moperations every ^) tracks. Let T(j) be the time for an arm to move j
tracks. The S read arms move simultaneously to the first S locations in time 
M Now this is followed by a waiting period while the correct records 
rotate into position for reading. For the inverted file we expect the records 
to be long and perhaps occupy a whole track. If we put several markers around 
each track then we can begin reading when the first marker appears. The record 
can be assembled into its correct order in the processor from a knowledge of the
markers. If we have enough markers then the waiting time to the first one is 
negligible and the rotational delay the same as the read time which is the disc 
rotation time Rq. Thus after the access arms move to the first S locations, one 
arm, say A, reads in time Rq while the others wait for the channel. After reading, 
arm A moves to the next location and the next arm begins to read. The process 
continues in this way. If T(-^ -j-) £ (S-1)Rq, then when arm A finishes its second 
seek operation, the channel will be free. The same applies to the other arms.
In this case the average time to read all the inverted file locations is
Tn nT( ~ l) + (S-l+n)RQ.
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MNow if T(-^j-) < (S~ 1)Rq then arm A finishes its second seek operation before 
the other arms have finished reading. In this case all but the first of the
J
track seek times are overlapped by rotational delays and
Tn = T <Ji> + nSRo <10>
These two cases can be written together as
Tn = + nSR0 + (n-l)[Tn-(S-l)Ro] (11)
where [x]+ = 0  if x < 0
= x if x ^ 0
The first term is the initial track seek time. The second term is the total 
rotational delay. For an inverted file with the marking scheme outlined above 
nSRQ is the total read time. The third term is the remaining track seek time 
after accounting for the overlapping of track seeks with rotational delays.
The situation is essentially the same with the document file. Here 
we would expect to have several records per track. The average rotational delay 
is (^+f)RQ = R' where f is the fraction of a track occupied by a record. The 
average time to read all the document file locations is given by Eq.(ll) with 
R' in place of Rq. The rotational delay in document file reading could be 
decreased by using sector addressing as suggested by Wang and Ghosh [3], However 
in the example below, at least, it is the reading time for the inverted file 
and not the document file that is the real limitation in search time reduction.
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The dependence of Eq.(ll) on the batch size k can be made explicit by 
setting kD = nS where for the inverted file the factor D is the average number of 
terms per request and for the document file D is the average number of documents 
satisfying a request. The average lookup time for a batch of k, L(k) is then
L ( k > = t  ( ¿ y + k D R + O f  - x)  [ t  c ^ )  -  ( s -  ! > "
+
( 12)
where R is Rq or (%+f)RQ depending on the file. The utility of batching is in 
the fact that only the second term of L(k) increases linearly with k. With 
batching the part of file lookup time due to track seeks can be made negligible 
compared with the rotational delay time.
When the inverted and document files are on separate channels parts of 
the total search can be overlapped. Parts 1-3 of the search can be done for one 
batch while part 4 is being done for the other batch. Let L^ .(k) and L^(k) be the 
inverted and document file look-up times. Then the time for parts 1-3 of the 
search is
LI(k) + ky (13)
where y is the average processing time estimated above. This figure is con­
servative since some processing can begin before all the records are accessed. 
The average time for an overlapped search is then
a, = Lj/k) + [Li<» + ky - V k)]
+
(14)
since parts 1-3 of a search must be completed before part 4 can begin.
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In a strict sense we cannot use in the queuing Eq.(7). This is 
because there may be times when the queue is empty and there is no batch to over­
lap with the batch currently being serviced. However when P 0 the fraction
of time that the queue is empty is negligible and we will use Eq.(19) to describe 
the overlapped search. We have then that
ETl ~  | {LD (k)+[LI(k)+kY-LD (k)]+] -p (15)
Rather than compute ET directly we can notice that it is lower bounded by ther
queuing time and upper bounded by ETt s o  that
JLi
ETL " * ETF ^ ETL* (16)
These bounds are tight when m is large.
Example Consider a collection of 8*105 documents with 10^ terms and an average 
of 15 terms per document. This gives an average of 1200 documents per term. We 
will suppose that the average number of documents satisfying a request is 16.
The inverted and document files are stored on two separate IBM 2314 
disc units. These units have 8 modules each. A module has M = 200 cylinders with 
a rotational time = 25 ms. Allowing 150 bytes for a document file entry and 
3600 bytes for an inverted file entry the document file will fit on 8 modules 
with 25 records per track and the inverted file on 2 modules with one record 
per track.
Using these numbers and the published table for 2314 seek times we can 
evaluate Eq.(15). The results are shown in Fig. 1 for M = 1000, 500, and 100 
terminals and |3 = 20 sec. It can be seen that batching is useful up to the point
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where the ETL curves begin to level off. This is the point where the linear 
factors in i.e., read time and processing time, begin to dominate.
IV. Linear File
In a linear file search each request must be compared with the terms of 
each document. To evaluate the potential of linear files in an on-line environ­
ment, we will calculate first a^, the time required for processing all documents 
against k queries. It can be verified that with modern tape units file data can 
be read from tapes into core faster than they can be processed. We may imagine 
that file data are continually flowing into core at the same average rate as 
processing. Consequently we will assume that the file portion to be examined is 
always in core when it is needed. This being the case it is seen that
where N is the number of documents in the entire file, and s is the time required 
for processing k requests at once against the terms of one document. Let h be 
the average number of terms per request. We will use a two level search in which 
the first step is to compare all the kh terms of the k requests with the d terms 
of a document. If there are any matches an exact comparison is made at the 
second level. If we view the first step as an "AND" of the kh request terms and 
d document terms, then the processing time is (4u)(kh+d) as in Section III.
This estimate can be improved. When one or both the lists are short compared 
with the list of all terms the chances are good that there will be little overlap 
between lists. Taking this into account we show in the appendix that a better 
first stage processing time estimate is
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4u <kh  d f l  + d ( 18>
To evaluate the time for the second stage processing we suppose that terms in the
k requests are chosen independently, each with probability kh/N^ where is the
total number of terms in the collection. The average number of matches is then
dkh/N^. By writing an algorithm we estimate the time to process a single query
against one document to be 4uhd. Thus the average time for second stage pro- 
2cessing is 4uh kd/N^ and we have that
sk = 4u(kh-^j- + + 4uh2kd/NT (19)
But is usually large enough that the second term can be neglected so Eqs.(17) 
and (19) yield
“ k  -  4 u N <k h  d ? i +  d  k S i >  ( 2 0 )
From Eqs.(7) and (20) we see that for batches of k the average last response time 
is given by
ETl m  4mNu(h J L  +  d ^ j )  -P (21)
It is worth noting that batching is useful in reducing ETt only up to the pointJ-i
where the second term in parentheses in Eq.(21) becomes negligible in comparison
with the first. Beyond this point batching reduces queuing time but increases
processing time resulting in no net effect on ET .L
However the documents satisfying a search request can be read out as 
soon as they are identified. For a particular request the average time to the
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Oi,
first document is —  where b is the number of documents satisfying a request. 
Thus we have
EIf = ETl - ak + -|
■ “ k(k + b _1)
( 2 2 )
As noted earlier we cannot use Eq.(7) for large values of k. But for large k and 
hence large Oi^, we can argue that |3 should be small and Eq„(7) holds for 3 = 0 .  
This fact is used to obtain Eq.(22). The best value of k in Eq.(22) is k = m 
which gives
OiM
ETE = -  =
4Nu[mh d+1 + d
mh
mh+1 (23)
Increasing the batch size up to the maximum value of m makes an almost negligible
decrease in ET but does improve ET„. Our conclusion is that file data should 
flow continually into core at a rate which allows each document to be processed 
against m requests. This being the case there is no queuing for machine time.
A request enters processing immediately and produces a first response oty 
time units later.
M/b
5 -“6Example Consider a system with m = 100, d = 15, h = 10, N = 8*10 , u = 0.5*10 ,
b = 16. The graph of Fig. 1 shows ETt and ET„ as a function of batch size. TheL r
graph of Fig. 2 shows ET as a function of batch size and the number of terminals.
1j
V. Concluding Remarks
The response time for on-line document retrieval systems has been 
investigated. It is shown that for systems with a large number of terminals
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the response time is approximately linear with m, the number of terminals. Two 
file organizations have been evaluated. It is found that if traffic is not too 
heavy the inverted file seems adequate. The linear file is rather slow in com­
parison. The general conclusion here is that conventional techniques for docu­
ment retrieval are not adequate for on-line systems when the number of terminals 
is very large. For such systems to be functional one needs to develop new and 
original file organization and search techniques.
We wish to note that when a parallel processor such as the ILLIAC IV is 
available the efficiency of the linear file system can improve by a factor at 
least equal to the number of PU's available. For sixty-four parallel PU's the 
system can handle about one hundred times the load. The additional improvement 
is obtained because of savings in execution time.
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Appendix
Theorem: Suppose we are given two sequences of points a ^ , a ^ f-- a^ and
-- obtained by ordering x and y points each uniformly distributed
between 0 and M. Then if the sequences are matched in an "AND" operation the 
average number of steps is given by
X(^ T ) + y(^T>
Proof of Theorem
From the probability that a £ t the density function for a is foundx x
to be (see for example Ref.[5], p.21)
( i f 1*V tT *
Similarly the density for b^ is
(-)t'1(z >
The number of processing steps when t > s is y + (x-l)-|. It is x + (y-l)j 
s > t. The expected number of processing steps is, therefore, given by
when
M t
W < 5 >  <5>tf <5>y'^> < y  + ^ > d‘
M
- yç+ï?+ x(^i)
The ranges for integration are illustrated in Figure 3.
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